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Online chatter is important because it is spontaneous, passionate,
information rich, granular, and live. Thus, it can forewarn and be diagnostic
about potential problems with automobile models, known as nameplates. The
authors deﬁne “perverse halo” (or negative spillover) as the phenomenon
whereby negative chatter about one nameplate increases negative chatter
for another nameplate. The authors test the existence of such a perverse halo
for 48 nameplates from four different brands during a series of automobile
recalls. The analysis is by individual and panel vector autoregressive models.
The study ﬁnds that perverse halo is extensive. It occurs for nameplates
within the same brand across segments and across brands within
segments. It is strongest between brands of the same country. Perverse
halo is asymmetric, being stronger from a dominant brand to a less dominant
brand than vice versa. Apology advertising about recalls has harmful effects
on both the recalled brand and its rivals. Furthermore, these halo effects
affect downstream performance metrics such as sales and stock market
performance. Online chatter ampliﬁes the negative effect of recalls on
downstream sales by about 4.5 times.
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Halo (Spillover) Effects in Social Media: Do
Product Recalls of One Brand Hurt or Help
Rival Brands?
Online chatter is spontaneous, passionate, widely available,
low cost, granular, and live (Tirunillai and Tellis 2014).
Furthermore, it affects consumer behavior because consumers
have high trust in chatter from other consumers (Blackshaw
and Nazzaro 2006). For example, 92% of consumers trust
recommendations from friends and family more than any other
form of advertising (Lithium 2014). Prior research has shown
that online chatter is a leading indicator of sales (Asur and
Huberman 2010; Dellarocas, Zhang, and Awad 2007; Liu

2006; Stephen and Galak 2012) and stock market performance
(Luo 2009; Tirunillai and Tellis 2012). Moreover, online
chatter is easier for ﬁrms to measure and monitor than traditional word of mouth (Tirunillai and Tellis 2012). The high
visibility and impact of online chatter can be catastrophic for
negative events. Classic examples include the iPhone antenna
ﬁasco (Sorrel 2010), “Dell Hell” (Hof 2005), and “United
Breaks Guitars” (Deighton and Kornfeld 2010). Indeed, researchers have found that bad news travels fast in social media
and that negative chatter is more informative about ﬁrm
performance than positive chatter (Chevalier and Mayzlin
2006; Kwak et al. 2010; Tirunillai and Tellis 2012).
Product recalls are one of the most frequent negative events
that ﬁrms face in the current marketplace. Firms from various
industries such as food, toys, automobiles, and drugs encounter
product recalls. The number of product recalls has increased
substantially over the past two decades and is likely to rise in
the future (Dawar and Pillutla 2000). In 2010 alone, the
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National Highway Trafﬁc Safety Administration (NHTSA)
reports that more than 20 million vehicles were recalled.
Recently, automobile recalls in 2014 reached a record of 63.5
million vehicles in 800 separate recall campaigns (Shepardson
2015). Such recalls may damage a ﬁrm’s reputation, trust, and
brand equity with consumers (Dawar and Pillutla 2000; Rhee
and Haunschild 2006) and lead to losses in sales and market
value (Chen, Ganesan, and Liu 2009; Chu, Lin, and Prather
2005; Cleeren, Dekimpe, and Helsen 2008; Rhee and
Haunschild 2006; Van Heerde, Helsen, and Dekimpe 2007).
However, prior research on the effect of recalls on rival
brands is very scarce (see Table A1 in Web Appendix A).
Prior research on product recalls has mostly focused on the
recalled ﬁrms. However, anecdotal evidence suggests that
rival ﬁrms may be affected too. For example, after regional
supermarkets in California voluntarily recalled speciﬁc lots
of peaches, chatter in social network sites like Facebook
alleged that food retail giants like Walmart, Costco, and
Trader Joe’s had similar issues.1 Another recent study
found that after Shuanghui Group recalled its meat products, consumers in online forums discussed a rival brand
having similar issues (Yang and Yu 2014).
This study differs from prior studies in analyzing the effects
of recalls in three ways. First, it focuses on the effect of recalls
on online chatter aside from the effect on stock market returns
and sales. Online chatter in social media sites is now an important piece of the product recall process. The Consumer
Product Safety Commission (CPSC) has set up a social media
guide for ﬁrms issuing recalls.2 For example, ﬁrms should post
the recall information (press release) on all social media outlets,
such as Facebook, Pinterest, Google+, Instagram, and Twitter.
In addition, this study analyzes the effects of a recall at the
daily level. Daily dynamics are critical because crises evolve
from day to day, especially in the current age of digital diffusion
of information. Daily analyses can provide managers with an
early warning of harm and an early prescription for a remedy.
Finally, the study examines halo (or spillover) effects related to
automobile recalls at the nameplate (i.e., automobile model) level
across 48 nameplates. Analyses at the nameplate level provide
more depth, less bias, and more insight than aggregate analyses.
In particular, the current study seeks to answer the following questions:
• Does perverse halo exist in online chatter? That is, does
negative online chatter about one nameplate spill over into
negative online chatter about another nameplate?
• What are the patterns of perverse halo across nameplates within
and between brands?
• Is perverse halo affected by a brand’s market share and country
of origin?
• How quickly do these effects take to wear in and wear out? That
is, what are the dynamics of the effect?
• What is the effect of apology advertising about recalls on the
online chatter about the recalled nameplate and its rivals?
• What are the effects of perverse halo on downstream sales and
stock market performance?

To address these questions, we assemble a data set of
online chatter for 48 nameplates across four car brands,
1See http://blog.evolve24.com/food-recalls-year-ever-4-key-learnings-recalls/;
https://www.facebook.com/frisco.moms/posts/787703921251086.
2See http://www.cpsc.gov/en/Business–Manufacturing/Recall-Guidance/
Social-Media-Guide-for-Recalling-Companies/.

three Japanese and one American, during a series of product
recalls. Automobiles are a relevant category in which to test
the phenomenon because they have recently witnessed approximately 157 million recalls in the past six years, representing a 61% increase over the recalls in the prior six years
(Andrews and Aisch 2014). We use a range of metrics and
econometric models to ensure that the results are robust. In our
disaggregate analysis, we assemble data at a daily level for a
period of 470 days. We evaluate whether negative online
chatter about one nameplate increases the negative chatter
about another nameplate. Next, we run two types of aggregate
analysis. We analyze the effect of negative chatter on stock
market performance (daily) at the brand level and on sales
(monthly) at the nameplate level. We aggregate the chatter
about the nameplates to the brand level for analyzing the effect
of negative chatter about the recalled brand on a rival brand’s
abnormal stock returns. We aggregate the negative chatter to
the monthly level for analyzing the effect of the chatter about
the recalled nameplate on another nameplate’s sales. Moreover, we also evaluate the role of apology advertising about
product recalls in inﬂuencing the negative online chatter about
the recalled nameplate and its rivals.
Relative to the literature, we ﬁnd that negative chatter about
product recalls of a focal brand can increase negative chatter
about rival brands. We call this phenomenon perverse halo.
Perverse halo depends on the similarity between the focal and
rival brand’s market shares and countries of origin. It is
stronger for brands that are from the same country and have
similar market shares. Moreover, we ﬁnd that the negative
chatter about a focal brand can have damaging effects on the
sales and stock market performance of rivals.
The rest of the article is organized as follows. The second
section presents the theory, the third section explains the
method, the fourth section describes the model, and the last
two sections present the results and discussion.
THEORY
Deﬁnitions
We deﬁne the key terms relevant to the study: brand,
subbrand, nameplate, and perverse halo. There are three
levels of branding in the automobile industry. The term
“brand” refers to the manufacturer that makes the automobiles
(e.g., Toyota Motor Corporation). “Subbrand” refers to automobiles with their own name and visual identity that are
under the manufacturer brand (e.g., Toyota, Lexus), and
“nameplate” is the name of the automobile model under the
subbrand (e.g., Corolla or Camry for certain Toyota nameplates). We deﬁne “perverse halo” as the phenomenon
whereby negative chatter about one nameplate spills over into
negative chatter for another nameplate.
Why Does Perverse Halo Occur?
The accessibility–diagnosticity theory proposed by Feldman
and Lynch (1988) suggests that if a consumer thinks nameplate
A is diagnostic of (i.e., informative about) nameplate B, the
consumer will use perceptions of nameplate A’s quality to infer
quality of nameplate B. However, this inference occurs only
when both nameplates and their quality perceptions are accessible (i.e., retrievable from memory) at the same time. Thus, the
possibility of perverse halo depends on the existence and strength
of association between nameplates in a consumer’s memory.
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Associative network theory posits that consumers have networks wherein information about products and their attributes
reside in the consumer’s knowledge network as interconnected
nodes (Collins and Loftus 1975; Janakiraman, Sismeiro, and
Dutta 2009). Nameplates are interconnected in the consumer’s
mind through linkages between such nodes. The accessibility of
nameplate A when nameplate B is mentioned increases with
increasing linkage strength between the two nameplates.
We posit that perverse halo occurs when two nameplates are
similar. High similarity leads to an increase in both accessibility and diagnosticity (Janakiraman, Sismeiro, and Dutta 2009).
Some factors that can increase the perception of similarity between nameplates are common ownership and similar attributes
such as size, country of origin, and production processes.
Perverse halo is initiated by the announcement of the
recall. The announcement of the recall can be voluntary,
whereby the ﬁrm recalls without any external persuasion, or
it can be involuntary, whereby the ﬁrm is pressured by the
NHTSA to recall. Consumers learn about the recall directly
from sources such as the ﬁrm, NHTSA, and news media
if they miss the ﬁrm or NHTSA announcement. Prior research has found that recalls damage the ﬁrm’s reputation in
consumers’ minds (Dawar 1998; Dawar and Pillutla 2000).
Such damage leads consumers to post negative chatter
about the recalled nameplate in message boards, forums,
blogs, and review sites. Indeed, consumer use of social
media is pervasive and mobile. Nowadays, nearly four in
ﬁve active Internet users engage in social media (Nielsen
2011). Negative chatter about the recalled nameplate then
affects negative chatter about other nameplates of the same
brand and of different brands.
After the recall is announced, online chatter about the
recalled nameplate appears to the consumers as “negative
news” spread over days. Indeed, consumers educate themselves about nameplates, brands, products, and services
through online chatter that inform their purchase and loyalty
behavior (Blackshaw and Nazzaro 2006).
We posit that after the recall announcement, consumers
react by posting negative chatter about the recalled nameplate.
Topics of such negative chatter could range from the faulty
attribute (“safety”) to the overall quality of the nameplate. In
fact, such chatter can provide scoops and insights that the
recall announcement missed. For example, an affected consumer might indicate a reason for the vehicle fault. Subsequently, unaware consumers, who have missed the
announcement of the recall, might read the negative chatter
and infer that another nameplate of the same brand or of a
different brand could have similar problems. Alternatively,
unaffected consumers who at ﬁrst do not infer negative
quality of a similar nameplate might, over time, change their
minds. This reasoning suggests the following hypothesis:
H1: Perverse halo exists in online chatter.

Does Perverse Halo Depend on the Country of Origin?
Several factors can increase perceptions of similarity between nameplates, leading to perverse halo. One factor is the
country of origin of the nameplates. Research on country of
origin effects has suggested that country perceptions can
moderate perverse halo (Maheswaran and Chen 2006). Prior
research has suggested that consumers might use “country” as
an attribute and make similar inferences for nameplates that
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belong to the same country as the recalled nameplate and
opposing inferences for nameplates that belong to a different
country (Hong and Wyer 1989, 1990). For example, consumers might think that nameplates from the same country
have similar processes of product development. Indeed, in
many cases, nameplates of different brands use the same
source and production processes to develop products (Hora,
Bapuji, and Roth 2011; Kraljic 1983).
Maheswaran (1994) ﬁnds that both experts and novices
use country of origin in product evaluations when there is
ambiguity in attribute information. Indeed, high ambiguity
exists in determining the root cause of automobile recalls.
For example, the Toyota acceleration crises exempliﬁed
this ambiguity because there was lingering doubt about the
cause of the sudden accelerations.3 Moreover, Maheswaran
and Chen (2006) ﬁnd that country of origin effects occur
more when consumers are angry. Anger among consumers
tends to be common in automobile recalls (Choi and Lin
2009).4 This reasoning suggests the following hypothesis:
H2: Perverse halo effects are stronger between brands from the
same country.

Does Perverse Halo Depend on a Brand’s Dominance?
We deﬁne brand dominance in terms of the brand’s
market share: a higher share indicates greater dominance.
Perceptions of similarity between a nameplate and a rival
nameplate can be asymmetric, which leads to asymmetric
perverse halo effects. For example, a product recall of
nameplate A might not inﬂuence evaluations of nameplate
B to the same extent that the same recall for nameplate B
would inﬂuence evaluations of nameplate A. Indeed, associative network theory posits that linkages between two
nameplates can point in both directions and that there can be
asymmetry in the strength of brand associations from one
direction to the other (e.g., Collins and Loftus 1975). Thus,
this asymmetric strength of association suggests asymmetric vulnerability of nameplates.
We posit that perverse halo will be stronger from a dominant
brand to a less dominant brand than vice versa. That is,
downward perverse halo is stronger than upward perverse
halo. We suggest several reasons for this asymmetry. Categorization theory suggests one factor: typicality of the brand
within a product category (Barsalou 1992; Smith and Medin
1981). Typicality is the brand-to-category associative strength,
whereby a brand name activates various features that categorize the focal category (Farquhar, Herr, and Fazio 1990).
Prior research has suggested that a brand scandal is more
likely to spill over to other brands in the same category if the
focal brand is a typical rather than an atypical member of the
category (Roehm and Tybout 2006). Dominant brands are
perceived by consumers to be more typical of a category
(Loken and Ward 1990, p. 112). Thus, perverse halo is more
likely to occur from nameplates of more dominant brands to
nameplates of less dominant brands. This line of reasoning
suggests the following hypothesis:
H3: Perverse halo effects are stronger from a dominant brand to a
less dominant brand (downward) than vice versa (upward).
3See http://www.safetyresearch.net/Library/ToyotaSUA020510FINAL.
pdf.
4See http://www.cbsnews.com/news/toyota-recall-fuels-confusion-anger/.
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METHOD

Research Design
Industry context. We select the U.S. automobile industry
to analyze the effect of recalls for several reasons. First, this
industry has a high frequency of recalls, which provides an
ample number of recall events for our analysis. Between
19665 and 2014, ﬁrms and the NHTSA recalled more than
588 million vehicles (Andrews and Aisch 2014). Yearly
recall rate has increased since 1990, peaking in 2014 (63
million vehicles). Reasons for this increase, among others,
include complexity of cars, changes in the regulatory environment, and common sourcing (Bae and Benı́tez-Silva
2012; Peters 2005).
Second, the automobile industry provides a considerable
amount of daily online chatter as consumers actively and
frequently participate in numerous social media sites dedicated
to the auto industry. The high-involvement nature of the automobile category leads consumers to discuss and gather information related to nameplates. Most other industries with
frequent recalls do not have as rich a data source at the daily
level with which to work. Such disaggregate temporal analysis
is essential to get deep insights into dynamics and avoid biased
estimates (Tellis and Franses 2006).
Third, ofﬂine advertising for nameplates, such as television
advertising and media citations, is available and varies at the
daily level. Having data on variation in advertising expenditure
and media citations at the daily level is necessary to synchronize with online chatter at the daily level.
Finally, the automobile industry is of considerable
economic signiﬁcance. It represents 3% of U.S. GDP and
accounts for 1 in 7 jobs in the U.S. economy (Kalaignanam,
Kushwaha, and Eilert 2013; Pauwels and Srinivasan 2004).
Sampling of brands and nameplates. We selected 48
nameplates from four brands for our empirical analysis. We
list the nameplates used in our analysis in Table B1 in Web
Appendix B.
We use the following brands in our sample: Toyota,
Honda, Nissan, and Chrysler. We selected these brands
because they constitute four of the ﬁve brands that had the
most recalls in 2010. Toyota led in number of recalled units,
followed by General Motors, Honda, Nissan, and Chrysler
(Jensen 2011). We were unable to get chatter data about
General Motor’s brands or nameplates, but the remaining
four brands provide an ample number of recalls to test
perverse halo in online chatter. In general, the market
share ranking for these four brands has been fairly stable—
Toyota at the top, then Honda, Nissan, and Chrysler—for
many years. Even though Toyota, Honda, and Nissan have
been moving manufacturing to the United States, consumers still view these brands as Japanese, because of their
origin and ownership. Thus, this sampling strategy allows
us to evaluate to some extent whether perverse halo is
moderated by market share and country.
In our disaggregate analysis, we analyze halo at the
nameplate level for several reasons. First, distinct branding
takes place at the nameplate level (e.g., Camry vs. Accord).
Second, it is more granular, permitting measurement of
5The recall system was introduced in the United States in 1966 through the
National Trafﬁc and Motor Vehicle Safety Act. This was done to remove
potentially dangerous vehicles from the road and resolve safety issues.

halo across 48 nameplates instead of only four brands.
Third, it allows us to analyze perverse halo by segment
(e.g., large pickup, small van). This allows us to tease out
idiosyncratic segment effects and selection bias due to
brand participation. Finally, it allows us to test against the
condition of no recalls because some nameplates did not
have any product recalls.
Time frame. We focus on the period from January 1,
2009, to April 15, 2010, because this period witnessed a
high number of recalls and because we could obtain online
chatter data only through April 15, 2010. In 2010 alone,
more than 20 million vehicles were recalled.
Design. We select both voluntary and involuntary recalls in
our empirical analysis, and we exploit the large number, high
variability, and apparent randomness of the recalls. We acknowledge that it is possible recalls could be endogenously
determined by consumer reaction in online chatter, and thus
our design is not a rigorous experiment. However, we test the
assumption of recalls as a random shock in our empirical tests.
We run the typical time series checks, such as testing for
serial correlation, trends, seasonality, and stationarity. We
ﬁnd no evidence of temporal causality from negative online
chatter to recalls; that is, negative online chatter does not
Granger-cause recalls (Granger 1969).
We assume that a recall shock leads to a big increase in
negative online chatter about the recalled nameplate. But in the
absence of perverse halo (the null hypothesis), recalls should
not affect negative online chatter about other nameplates. We
track chatter before, during, and after each recall for recalled
nameplates as well as other nameplates that had no recalls.
Thus, the effect of recalls on chatter allows for a quasiexperimental manipulation, and our design constitutes a repeated natural event or quasi-experiment.
Data Collection of Online Chatter
We obtained the online chatter data from a third-party data
provider. The ﬁrm uses its proprietary software to mine and
content-code the chatter using techniques such as natural language processing, machine learning, text mining, and statistical
analysis. The online chatter span postings about the four brands
and 48 nameplates on various platforms of social media. The
online chatter is sourced from forums such as Automotiveforums.
com, blogs such as Thetruthaboutcars.com, and review sites
such as Edmunds.com. Overall, approximately 1,000 sites
were sourced to obtain the data. In the original data provided
to us, nameplates were not mentioned. Thus, we visited each
speciﬁc blog, review, and forum and determined the nameplate discussed in order to link the chatter to the nameplate
level. This effort took approximately 250 man-hours.
The third-party data provider scraped these sites to obtain any chatter across these social media platforms that
mentioned the focal nameplates across the time frame of our
study. The ﬁrm then used its proprietary algorithm that
quantiﬁes the content of the chatter by generating tag data
(similar to coding) on three dimensions at the sentence
level: subject, attribute, and valence. For example, for
online chatter with a sentence such as, “One cannot be safe
in a Corolla,” the subject is Corolla, the attribute is safety,
and the valence is negative. The algorithm also considers
other inherent attributes of online chatter in its classiﬁcation
such as the URL, author information, post time, and so on.
Moreover, to improve accuracy, the algorithm goes beyond
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keyword-based technology, which simply decomposes
chatter into a list of words without any stemming (e.g.,
“love,” “loved,” and “loving” appear as separate words
instead of being stemmed to “love”) or any consideration of
their meaning (e.g., all instances of the word “stock” are treated
the same way, even though the word can mean “company
share,” “stored goods,” or “broth”). The details of the third
party’s classiﬁcation algorithm appear in Web Appendix C.
We independently checked the accuracy of the algorithm’s classiﬁcation with the help of two research assistants. For this purpose, we randomly selected 500 samples
of online chatter from the total corpus of negative online
chatter. Two research assistants independently read each
post in the chatter and classiﬁed the chatter as positive,
negative, or neutral. The interrater agreement was 86%. We
found the algorithm to have a classiﬁcation accuracy of
80%; that is, 80% of the chatter classiﬁed as negative by the
algorithm was also classiﬁed as negative by both research
assistants.
Measures of Endogenous Variables
Measures of online chatter. We use negative online
chatter about the nameplate’s recall attribute (i.e., negative
chatter that mentions product recall) as the measure of
online chatter for all nameplates that belong to the three
Japanese brands (Toyota, Honda, and Nissan). We use
negative online chatter about publicized problems with a
nameplate’s acceleration as the online chatter metric for the
six nameplates belonging to the American brand (Chrysler).
We use negative chatter about the acceleration attribute and not
the recall attribute for Chrysler’s nameplates because negative
chatter about recall was not collected by the third-party data
provider for Chrysler’s nameplates. We use the term “concerns” to mean negative chatter about either the recall or the
acceleration attribute.
Measures of media citations. We measure media citations
about recalls or acceleration as the number of articles in print
media per day that cover the nameplate’s recall or acceleration. We use media citations about recalls for the vector
autoregressive models with exogenous variables (VARX)
that compare the Japanese brands and media citations about
acceleration for the VARX models that compare Toyota and
Chrysler. We used LexisNexis to search all U.S. newspapers
and newswires for any article that mentions the nameplate and
its recall or acceleration. We used LexisNexis’s relevancy
score feature to ensure that we selected only relevant articles
and not chance mentions. We identiﬁed an article as relevant
if LexisNexis gave it a relevancy score of 60% or higher. We
used 60% as the threshold because prior research has used it
(Tirunillai and Tellis 2012) and because a higher threshold
(e.g., 70%) might cause us to miss articles that are related to
product recall or acceleration.
We use media citations as an endogenous variable in our
model because the agenda setting theory argues that consumers regard an issue as important according to the saliency
(i.e., the rate and prominence of coverage) of the issue in the
media (McCombs and Shaw 1972). Moreover, it is possible
that journalists read about the nameplate’s recall in blogs,
forums, and review sites, which in turn inform their journalistic pieces. Thus, online chatter about a recalled nameplate can trigger media citations about that nameplate and
other nameplates.
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ABC news coverage. Our sample period includes the
crisis over Toyota cars’ spontaneous acceleration, which
was ﬁrst broken by ABC News and heavily covered by that
network (Ross et al. 2009). We control for this coverage and
measure ABC news coverage of the acceleration crisis by
counting the number of times Toyota’s recall was mentioned in ABC news programs. We used the LexisNexis
database to obtain the ABC transcripts and text-mine the
transcripts to ﬁnd keywords related to Toyota’s acceleration. We include ABC news coverage as an endogenous
variable because the explosion of the crisis among consumers in social media may have spurred further news
coverage by ABC.
Negative events in Toyota’s acceleration crisis. We measure negative events related to Toyota’s acceleration crisis
by an indicator variable (on any given day, 1 = negative
event; 0 = no negative event). We examine content related
to the crisis in the LexisNexis and Factiva databases and use
the Greto, Schotter, and Teagarden (2010) case to identify
the dates of negative events. These data are listed in Web
Appendix D. We use these events as an endogenous variable because they might have stimulated concerns for both
Toyota’s nameplates and nameplates from other brands.
Conversely, negative events could have been spurred by the
online chatter about Toyota.
Advertising. We measure a nameplate’s advertising by
the daily dollar spend for advertising the nameplate in
television stations in the United States. We obtained the
advertising data from the Kantar Stradegy database. We
deﬂated the advertising spend by the monthly consumer
price index. Then, we classiﬁed advertising by content
into four types, using Kantar Stradegy’s categorization
scheme: general, promotional, leasing, and advertisements that were part of Toyota’s campaign in which the
ﬁrm apologized for its acceleration crisis. Note that
Toyota’s apology advertisements were not for a speciﬁc
nameplate.
We use advertising as an endogenous variable because
nameplates may advertise in response to an increase in
concerns. However, prior research has found a decrease in
recalled brands’ own advertising elasticities (Van Heerde,
Helsen, and Dekimpe 2007). Indeed, brands often increase
their advertising in the wake of a competing brand’s
misfortune (Cleeren, Dekimpe, and Helsen 2008). Rivals
see recalls as an opportunity to win over consumers from
the recalled brand.
Key developments. We measure key developments, which
include a brand’s press releases, by counting the number of
times a brand underwent a key development, such as
earnings announcements, acquisitions, strategic alliances,
awards, and so on. We use key developments as an endogenous variable because these developments can affect
online chatter and in turn lead brands to engage in another
key development. We obtain the key developments data
from brands’ websites and the S&P Capital IQ database.
Measures of Exogenous Variables
Recalls. We use the total number of recalled units in each
recall as the measure for recalls. We used the Ofﬁce of
Defects Investigation’s database of recalls to identify the
dates, nameplates, brands, and units involved in each recall.
This database captures all recalls, voluntary or involuntary.
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The database covers all vehicle and equipment recalls for
which the brand has ofﬁcial responsibility.6 We do not have
data on the severity of recalls because that information is no
longer provided by the NHTSA.7 We matched the recalled
nameplates with each of the four brands (e.g., Toyota
Corolla sedan matched with Toyota Motor Corporation).
To conﬁrm the details and dates of the recalls, we consulted
automobile sites (e.g., www.cars.com, www.autoblog.
com) and teaching cases (e.g., Greto, Schotter, and Teagarden
2010; Quelch, Knoop, and Johnson 2010). Web Appendix E
lists the recalls. We use recalls as an exogenous variable
because the recall event for any one of the nameplates of a
brand leads to an increase in negative chatter about the
recalled nameplate and other nameplates. We ran Granger
causality tests to check whether the recalls variable was
endogenous. We ran the tests until 20 lags and did not ﬁnd
substantial evidence that would indicate Granger causality
for recalls (Granger 1969).
New product introductions. We measure new product
introductions by counting the number of times a brand
introduced a new product. We used brands’ websites and
the Capital IQ database to collect the data. We use new
product announcements as an exogenous variable because it may increase overall chatter or reduce concerns
due to consumers’ enthusiasm about new cars. We did
not ﬁnd evidence that would indicate that negative online chatter Granger-caused new product introductions
(Granger 1969).

nameplates belonging to the Small Pickup segment (see
Table A1 in Web Appendix A).
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STATISTICAL MODELING
This section ﬁrst explains why we use the VARX approach to estimate the relationship among concerns of
the various nameplates and then explains the VARX equation (Dekimpe and Hanssens 1995). Because the VARX
framework has been used in prior research, we explain the
steps in Web Appendix F.
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Why the VARX Framework?
We use the VARX framework for three reasons. First, it
allows estimation of Granger causality among a set of
variables (endogenous variables) through use of their
lagged values. Second, it ensures robustness of the model to
issues of nonstationarity, spurious causality, endogeneity,
serial correlation, and reverse causality (Granger and
Newbold 1986). Third, it permits estimation of the longterm or cumulative effects of causal variables using the
impulse response functions (Nijs, Srinivasan, and Pauwels
2007; Tirunillai and Tellis 2012).
VARX Framework
We estimate the relationships between concerns and
other endogenous variables of the various nameplates using
the VARX framework. For ease of exposition, below is the
speciﬁcation using levels of the variables for the Japanese
6We also estimate VARX equations for cases in which an outside manufacturer claimed responsibility for faulty equipment used in any one of the
48 car nameplates in our sample, and ﬁnd similar results. For example,
Sabersport recalled 16,270 lamp assemblies used in some Toyota
nameplates.
7The severity or hazard level of the recall encompassed four levels. This
score was provided by NHTSA until 2001, when the organization stopped
providing this information.
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Here ConTac, ConRid, and ConFrt denote concerns for
Tacoma, Ridgeline, and Frontier nameplates, respectively.
MediaTac, MediaRid, and MediaFrt denote media citations
about recall for Tacoma, Ridgeline, and Frontier respectively.
AdTac, AdRid, and AdFrt denote general advertising for
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Tacoma, Ridgeline, and Frontier, respectively. (Note that for
ease of exposition, we have not included the endogenous
variables for promotional and leasing ads for each nameplate
or Toyota’s apology advertisements in Equation 1. This would
add seven more endogenous variables, thereby increasing
the number of endogenous variables to 21.) ABCToy denotes ABC news coverage on the Toyota acceleration crisis,
NegToy denotes negative events in Toyota’s acceleration
crisis, and KDToy, KDHon, and KDNis denote key developments for Toyota, Honda, and Nissan, respectively.
The set x1 , :::, xp comprises the p control variables. Along
with recalls and new product announcements, we add three
additional controls: (1) day of the week dummies to control
for weekday and weekend effects; (2) holiday dummies
(Halloween, Thanksgiving, Christmas, New Year’s Day,
Martin Luther King Day, Labor Day, Memorial Day, etc.)
to control for holiday and seasonal effects, in which consumers may be less receptive to news about recall events
during holidays; and (3) a deterministic time-trend variable,
which captures the effect of omitted, gradually changing
variables. The variables a, d, b, and g are the parameters to
be estimated, and et are white noise residuals, which are
distributed as N(0, S).
The coefﬁcients b1;2 and b1;3 estimate the effect of perverse halo of online chatter about Ridgeline and Frontier,
respectively, on Tacoma. The coefﬁcients b2;1 and b2;3 estimate the effect of perverse halo of online chatter about
Tacoma and Frontier, respectively, on Ridgeline. The coefﬁcients b3;1 and b3;2 estimate the effect of perverse halo
of online chatter about Tacoma and Ridgeline, respectively,
on Frontier. On the basis of the augmented Dickey–Fuller,
Phillips–Perron, and cointegration tests, we chose the proper
appropriate speciﬁcation for the endogenous variables that
enter the VARX equation.
RESULTS
This section presents the descriptive results of the disaggregate analysis, which include the tests and estimates of
the VARX framework and estimates of halo. Note that all
analysis here is at the nameplate level. However, for
purposes of summarization and ease of presentation, we
then aggregate these estimates to the brand level. Next, we
present the results of the aggregate analysis, which include
the effects on sales and stock market performance.
Descriptive Results
Figure 1 shows the pattern of recalls and concerns during
the time frame of the study for all nameplates of the Japanese
automobile brands. The solid arrows below the horizontal
axis show recalls and other events related to Toyota’s recall
(e.g., ABC news investigation report on Nov. 3). The arrow
sizes suggest the size of each recall in terms of number of
units recalled. Not all recalls are shown because of space
limitations. Concerns (i.e., amount of negative chatter) seem
to correlate with recalls. There are spikes in Toyota’s concerns corresponding to its large recalls. Similarly, there are
spikes in Honda’s concerns corresponding to its large recalls. Note the steep rise in the number of concerns for
Toyota after January 21, 2010. It takes approximately two
months for the concerns to die down and return to their
previous level. There are minor spikes in the number of
concerns for Honda during that week. Other recall events
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shown on the graph correspond to increases in not only the
recalled brand’s concerns but also a rival’s concerns. For
example, Honda’s recall on March 16 increases concerns for
both Honda and Toyota.
Note that there is considerable variation in the timing
and size of recalls, which allows a rich analysis of variance.
Due to concomitant other effects (e.g., media citations,
advertising), it is difﬁcult to determine statistical effects or
temporal causality merely from these graphical associations. The VARX framework will enable us to rigorously
test whether such associations are causal in the sense of
Granger causality. We identify the effects of one nameplate’s recall on another nameplate by (1) exploiting the
separation of the recall dates across nameplates, (2) using
the variation in the number of units recalled for each
nameplate, and (3) including several nameplates from the
four brands (Toyota, Honda, Nissan, and Chrysler) that had
no product recalls in the sample time frame. In case of an
overlap of recall dates, the variation in recalled units between the two nameplates enables us to estimate the effects.
Web Appendix G contains the descriptive results (means
and standard deviations) of the endogenous variables across
the VARX equations.
Estimates of VARX Framework
The results of tests for stationarity, cointegration, and
structural break are in Web Appendix H. The optimal lag
length is 1 for most of the 17 VARX equations, except in a
few cases in which it is 2, as per the (Schwartz’s) Bayesian
information criterion. Our results are not affected by the
presence of any residual correlation, nonnormality of residuals, or heteroskedasticity. We estimate the VARX
models using an ordinary least squares regression, accounting for heteroskedasticity and potential serial correlation with the Newey–West estimator (Newey and West
1987). The average parameter-to-observation ratio for each
equation across the 17 VARX models is 1:16.6. We report
the number of parameters and degrees of freedom in Web
Appendix I. Note that because each equation contains
exactly the same set of regressors, the ordinary least squares
estimates are numerically identical to seemingly unrelated
regression estimates (Zellner 1962). Using these estimates,
we then compute the effect of one variable on another over
time, taking current and carryover effects, using the generalized impulse response function (GIRF), explained in
Web Appendix F. In our robustness tests, in the interests of
parsimony in speciﬁcation and efﬁciency in estimation, we
drop variables from the VARX model that do not signiﬁcantly affect the dependent variables (across each equation)
at least 25% of the time. We then re-estimate the VARX
model using only the “important” variables. The results of
this procedure are available in Web Appendix J. Our
ﬁndings remain the same when we use this method.
Estimation of Halo
We use the estimates of the GIRF from the VARX
equations to calculate the amount of overlap of perverse
halo among the three Japanese brands and between Toyota
and Chrysler. To explain the meaning of these estimates,
Table 1 provides a simple case of two nameplates (A and B)
and two endogenous variables (concerns and media citations about recall). In this example, the key off-diagonal
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Figure 1
GRAPH OF RECALLS AND CONCERNS FOR TOYOTA, HONDA, AND NISSAN
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Notes: The solid arrows below the x-axis indicate recall dates. Arrow size corresponds to the size of the recall. The dotted arrows indicate dates of important
news related to the recalls. The colors indicate the different brands: red = Toyota, blue = Honda, yellow = Nissan.

elements (cross-nameplate effects in boldface) in the ﬁrst
two columns provide estimates of perverse halo because
they capture the effect of concerns about one nameplate
(independent, or causal, variable) on concerns about the
other nameplate (dependent or, effect, variable).8
Estimates of halo among brands by segment. We ﬁrst
examine perverse halo between nameplates of different
brands. Recall that the GIRF tracks the impact over time
of a unit shock (one standard deviation) to one independent
variable on a dependent variable. Because the number of
8The VARX equation also provides estimate of carry-over (effects of past
values of a variable on its current value for the same car nameplate), direct
effects (effects of past media citations on current concerns for the same car
nameplate), feedback (effects of past concerns on current media citations for
the same car nameplate) and reaction (effects of past media citations about
one car nameplate on current media citations about another car nameplate). In
the interest of parsimony, we do not discuss these types of estimates; that is,
our focus is on perverse halo estimated by coefﬁcients when concerns are
both the cause and the effect variable.

nameplates is large (48), a single VARX equation to estimate all cross-nameplate effects would result in 2,256
GIRF estimates (nP2 = 48 × 47 = 2,256). It would be
extremely complex to keep track of and interpret all these
cross-nameplate effects. In the interests of parsimony and
ease of presentation, we ﬁrst estimate GIRF cross-nameplate
effects by segment of nameplates. In addition, estimating
the GIRF effects by segment allows us to tease out idiosyncratic segment effects and selection bias due to brand
participation.
For the three Japanese brands, we use 12 segments
according to the deﬁnition of nameplate segmentation in
Ward’s Automotive Yearbook (WardsAuto 2010/2011; see
Table A2 in Web Appendix A). Ward’s divides cars into
different segments according to length of the vehicle and
price range. Prior research has used the Ward’s classiﬁcation scheme by segment (Olivares and Cachon 2009).
Note that we analyze the data for the three Japanese
brands and Toyota/Chrysler separately because there is a
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Table 1

INTERPRETATION OF GIRF COEFFICIENTS FOR THE CASE OF TWO NAMEPLATES, A AND B, AND TWO VARIABLES, CONCERNS AND
MEDIA CITATIONS ABOUT RECALLS
Effect
Concerns
Cause
Nameplate
Nameplate
Nameplate
Nameplate

A concerns
B concerns
A media citations about recalls
B media citations about recalls

Media Citations About Recalls

Nameplate A

Nameplate B

Nameplate A

Nameplate B

Carryover
Halo B→A
Direct A→A
Halo B→A

Halo A→B
Carryover
Halo A→B
Direct B→B

Feedback: Direct A→A
Feedback: React B→A
Carryover
React B→A

Feedback: React A→B
Feedback: Direct B→B
React A→B
Carryover

Notes: “Direct” means the effect of variable X1 for brand A on variable X2 for brand A; “React” means the effect of variable X1 for brand A on variable X2 for
brand B. Arrows indicate the direction of the effect from cause to effect. The hypothesized effect of perverse halo is indicated by boldfaced type.

discrepancy in the attributes of online chatter between these
two groups of brands.9 Thus, we estimate 12 VARX equations, one for each segment of nameplates belonging to the
Japanese brands. Similarly, Table A3 in Web Appendix A
shows the ﬁve segments into which Ward’s classiﬁes the
Toyota and Chrysler nameplates. Here, we estimate ﬁve VARX
equations, one for each segment of nameplates belonging to
Toyota and Chrysler. Web Appendix I reports the cumulative
GIRF for these 17 VARX equations.
Computation of halo among brands by segment. The
computation of halo is based only on the sign and significance of cross-nameplate GIRF estimates, between any
two nameplates. Consistent with the vector autoregression
literature (Pauwels, Hanssens, and Siddarth 2002; Pauwels
and Srinivasan 2004; Sims and Zha 1999; Trusov, Bucklin,
and Pauwels 2009), we follow established practice in marketing research and assess the statistical signiﬁcance of each
impulse response value by applying a one-standarderror band to evaluate whether each generalized impulse
response value is signiﬁcantly different from 0. We also
use different signiﬁcance levels, and our substantial results
remain the same. To provide a measure of perverse halo,
we compute the extent of perverse halo between brands
within a segment as the percentage of times that concerns
about any nameplate of one brand have a signiﬁcant positive
effect on concerns about any nameplate of another brand. A
value of 0% would imply no perverse halo, suggesting that
the two brands were completely distinct in consumers’
perceptions. A value of 100% would imply perfect perverse
halo, suggesting the two brands were indistinguishable in
consumers’ perceptions. Any value between these two
would signify the extent to which negative concerns about
one brand perversely affect the other brand. Note that all this
is based on the cross-nameplate GIRF estimates within
segments.
We deﬁne the extent of one-way perverse halo from
brand A to brand B, according to the nameplates of these
brands, as follows:
n
o
(2)

HA→B =



ðq=1 to QÞ



ðp=1 to PÞ EðAp → BqÞ

ðP × QÞ

,

9We have data on online chatter about the recall attribute for the three
Japanese manufacturers and on online chatter about the acceleration attribute
for Toyota and Chrysler.

where EðAp→BqÞ takes the value 1 if the GIRF estimate in the
VARX equation running from the pth nameplate of brand A
to the qth nameplate of brand B is signiﬁcantly positive and
0 otherwise. The symmetric two-way perverse halo between
brand A and brand B is the simple average of one- way
perverse halos from A to B and from B to A.
We deﬁne the extent of the one-way perverse halo from
brand A to both brand B and brand C, according to the
nameplates of these brands, as follows:
n
o
(3)

HA→B→C =



ðq=1 to QÞ

×

ðp=1 to PÞ EðAp →BqÞ

ðP × QÞ

n





ðr=1 to RÞ



o

ðp=1 to PÞ EðAp →CrÞ

ðP × RÞ

:

The total symmetric three-way perverse halo among
brand A, brand B, and brand C is the simple average of
HA→B→C ,HB→C→A , and HC→A→B .
Thus, the formula for the total symmetric two-way
perverse halo, excluding the total symmetric three-way
perverse halo (using Toyota as the focal case), is as
follows:
(4)

Total symmetric two-way perverse halo for Toyota
= Symmetric two-way perverse halo between Toyota and Honda
+ Symmetric two-way perverse halo between Toyota and Nissan
− 2 × Total symmetric three-way perverse halo

The exclusivity for a brand (using Toyota as the focal case)
is given by the following formula:
(5)

ExclusivityTOYOTA
= 100%  ðTotal symmetric three-way perverse haloÞ
 ðTotal symmetric two-way perverse halo for ToyotaÞ

Presentation of perverse halo among brands by segment.
Figure 2, Panel A, shows the estimated perverse halo
among Toyota, Honda, and Nissan according to the above
formulas. We ﬁnd a considerable total symmetric three-way
perverse halo (26%) among the three Japanese car brands.
We ﬁnd the highest symmetric two-way perverse halo
between Toyota and Honda (50%) and Honda and Nissan
(50%), followed by Toyota and Nissan (43%). Most importantly, we ﬁnd that for each brand, exclusivity (i.e.,
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Figure 2
PERVERSE HALO

A: Perverse Halo Between
Japanese Brandsa

B: Perverse Halo from a Dominant to
Less Dominant Japanese Brandb
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17%
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C: Perverse Halo from a Less Dominant
to a Dominant Japanese Brandc

Toyota
27%

Honda
33%
21%

29%

Toyota
47%
18%

Honda
28%

a
The percentages in the diagram indicate the symmetric (average) perverse halo effects between two of the brands A, B, and C and among all three brands A, B,
and C. These perverse halo effects are calculated using the percentage of times that concerns about any nameplate of one brand had a signiﬁcant and positive
effect (according to the GIRF estimates) on concerns about any nameplate of another brand.
b
The percentages in the diagram indicate the perverse halo effects from a dominant brand A to one of two less dominant brands B and C or to both B and C (for
the three-way overlap case), and from a dominant brand B to a less dominant brand C. We count cases of three-way overlap only when nameplates of Toyota
affect nameplates of both Honda and Nissan.
c
The percentages in the diagram indicate the perverse halo effects from a less dominant brand B to a dominant brand A and from a less dominant brand C to one of
two more dominant brands A and B or to both A and B (for the three-way overlap case). We count cases of three-way overlap only when nameplates of Nissan affect
nameplates of both Toyota and Honda.
Notes: The Venn diagrams were generated in Matlab using the Chow and Rodgers algorithm to construct area-proportional Venn diagrams (Chow and Rodgers
2005).

isolation from all perverse halo) is rather low, at only 26%
for Honda and 33% for both Toyota and Nissan. Thus,
perverse halo seems to be quite extensive among the three
Japanese brands. Thus, we ﬁnd support for H1; that is,
perverse halo exists in online chatter. Honda appears to be
the least exclusive of the three brands.
There is a 36% symmetric two-way perverse halo between nameplates of Toyota and those of Chrysler. This
value is lower than the two-way overlap among the three
Japanese brands. The average symmetric two-way perverse
halo among the Japanese car brands is 48%. This result
suggests that perverse halo could be affected by consumers’ perceptions of brands’ country of origin. Thus, we
ﬁnd moderate support for H2, which states that perverse
halo is stronger for brands from the same country. In
contrast, we ﬁnd that negative chatter about a nameplate
decreases negative chatter for another nameplate 17% of
the time between Toyota and Chrysler. On average, negative chatter about one nameplate of a Japanese brand
decreases negative chatter about a nameplate of another
Japanese brand 12% of the time. This result again supports
H2, suggesting that perverse halo could be moderated by
country of origin.
Next, we test whether perverse halo depends on a brand’s
dominance. According to the market shares of the brands,
Toyota is the most dominant, followed by Honda and
Nissan (WardsAuto 2010/2011). Prior research has shown
that dominance and market share are highly correlated
(Fazio 1987). Figure 2, Panel B, shows the percentage of
one-way downward perverse halo, three-way downward

perverse halo, and exclusivity among car nameplates of
Toyota, Honda, and Nissan. The downward three-way
perverse halo is the extent of one-way perverse halo
from a dominant brand A to two less dominant brands B and
C. A downward perverse halo occurs only when there is
perverse halo from Toyota to Honda, Toyota to Nissan, or
Honda to Nissan. We ﬁnd a considerable three-way
downward perverse halo (35%) among nameplates of the
three Japanese brands. We ﬁnd the most one-way downward perverse halo between Toyota and Honda (56%),
followed by Toyota and Nissan (52%) and Honda and
Nissan (45%).
Figure 2, Panel C, shows the percentage of one-way
upward perverse halo, three-way upward perverse halo, and
exclusivity among car nameplates of Toyota, Honda, and
Nissan. The upward three-way perverse halo is the extent of
one-way perverse halo from a less dominant brand A to two
dominant brands B and C. Thus, an upward perverse halo
occurs only when there is perverse halo from Honda to
Toyota, Nissan to Toyota, or Nissan to Honda. We ﬁnd a
three-way upward perverse halo of 26% among nameplates
of the three Japanese brands. Thus, the three-way overlap is
higher for downward perverse halo than for upward perverse halo. We ﬁnd the most one-way upward perverse halo
between Nissan and Honda (55%), followed by Toyota and
Honda (44%), and Toyota and Nissan (35%). The one-way
perverse halo effect is stronger from Toyota to Honda than
vice versa (56% vs. 44%), from Toyota to Nissan than vice
versa (52% vs. 35%), and from Nissan to Honda than vice
versa (55% vs. 45%). Except the last ﬁnding of the effect
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from Nissan to Honda being stronger than Honda to Nissan,
the results support the premise that perverse halo is stronger
from dominant brands to less dominant brands. Thus, we
ﬁnd considerable support for H3.
We next report the average elasticity of the effects.
Table 2 displays the results. We ﬁnd that the elasticity of the
symmetric two-way perverse halo between Toyota and
Nissan is 7.1%, between Honda and Nissan is 7.0%, and
between Toyota and Honda is 12.1%. These results mean a
1% increase in negative chatter about one nameplate increases negative chatter about another nameplate of the
same country by approximately 8.73% (averaging the results for symmetric two-way perverse halo). We ﬁnd that
the symmetric two-way perverse halo between Toyota and
Chrysler is 5.9%.
As for the dynamics, we ﬁnd that perverse halo has a
short wear-in period of one day, and most of the accumulated effect of concerns about one nameplate on concerns about another nameplate reaches the asymptote
within six days. Because positive chatter can also be diagnostic of ﬁrm performance, in the robustness tests, we
control for positive chatter at the brand level and include it
as another endogenous variable in the VARX models. The
detailed results are available in Web Appendix K. The
results are similar to the main results.
Estimates of halo across nameplates within brand. We
also examine perverse halo among nameplates of the same
brand and ﬁnd substantial within-brand perverse halo.
Toyota nameplates suffer the greatest perverse halo (91%),
followed by Honda (75%), Chrysler (73%), and Nissan
(56%). We ﬁnd that the larger the brand, the greater the
overlap in perverse halo among nameplates that belong to
that brand. These results suggest that perverse halo is a
result of consumer awareness of the family brand (e.g.,
Toyota) associated with the nameplate (e.g., Camry). The
details of the results are in Web Appendix L.
Effects of apology advertising about recalls. We ﬁnd
that on average, Toyota’s apology advertisements about
Table 2
ELASTICITIES OF ONLINE CHATTER

Perverse Halo
One-way perverse halo from Toyota to Nissan
One-way perverse halo from Nissan to Toyota
Symmetric two-way perverse halo between Toyota
and Nissan
One-way perverse halo from Honda to Nissan
One-way perverse halo from Nissan to Honda
Symmetric two-way perverse halo between Honda
and Nissan
One-way perverse halo from Toyota to Honda
One-way perverse halo from Honda to Toyota
Symmetric two-way perverse halo between Toyota
and Honda
One-way perverse halo from Toyota to Chrysler
One-way perverse halo from Chrysler to Toyota
Symmetric two-way perverse halo between Toyota
and Chrysler
*p < .05 (two-tailed test).
**p < .01 (two-tailed test).
***p < .001 (two-tailed test).

Mean Elasticity
of Chatter
13.7%**
.5%
7.1%*
6.5%
7.4%*
7.0%*
17.0%*
7.1%
12.1%*
6.4%
5.5%
5.9%

product recall signiﬁcantly increase concerns for the two
other Japanese brands 62% of the time, and these advertisements signiﬁcantly increase concerns for Chrysler
40% of the time. These results suggest that consumers get
primed about recalls by such advertisements. This priming
leads consumers to raise concerns, more so for rival brands
from the same country than for rival brands from different
countries. We ﬁnd that Toyota’s apology advertisements
about product recall signiﬁcantly increase concerns for
Toyota’s own nameplates 71% of the time. This result
suggests that brands with product recalls should decrease spending on apology advertisements during product
recalls.
Aggregate Analysis
Effect on rivals’ sales. We test whether halo effects can
affect sales of a rival’s nameplates. Because it is difﬁcult, if
not impossible, to obtain sales data on nameplates at the
daily or the even the weekly level, we ascertain the relationship between concerns and sales using monthly data.
Thus, we aggregate the concerns and relevant endogenous
variables to the monthly level. We obtained the monthly
nameplates sales data from Ward’s Automotive Yearbook
(WardsAuto 2010/2011).
We have 15 months of complete data for concerns and
sales data for 48 nameplates. Because of the very short time
series for each nameplate, we cannot estimate a simple
vector autoregressive model as before. Instead, we pool the
nameplates and estimate a panel vector autoregressive
(PVAR) model. Similar to our prior design, we estimate one
PVAR to compare the three Japanese brands and another
PVAR to compare the Toyota and Chrysler brands.
We proceeded as follows: For each nameplate of one
brand, we found the nearest rival from a different brand. We
consulted various automobile sources such as the Ward’s
yearbook, automobile sites such as Edmunds.com, and
online reports to ascertain the pairs. The list of pairs is in
Web Appendix M. We then included concerns about the
nearest rival nameplate as another endogenous variable in
the PVAR to test the association between a rival nameplate’s concerns and the sales of a focal nameplate.
We now explain the PVAR model, which we use to
estimate the relationship between concerns and sales
(Holtz-Eakin, Newey, and Rosen 1988). The PVAR
technique combines the traditional vector autoregressive
approach, which treats all the variables in the system as
endogenous, with the panel data approach, which pools
across nameplates but allows for unobserved nameplatelevel heterogeneity. We specify a PVAR with l lag as
(6)

yit = m0 + ∏1 yit−1 + ∏2 yit−2 + $$$ + ∏l yit−l
+ ai + lt + eit , i = 1, 2, 3, :::, N; t = 1, :::, T,

where yit = (KDFjt, MEDFit, GENADSFit, SALESADSFit,
CHATFit, CHATRrt, SALESFit) is a seven-variable vector.
KDFjt denotes key developments by the brand j that owns
focal nameplate i, MEDFit denotes media citations about
recalls or acceleration for the focal nameplate i, GENADSFit
denotes general ads by the focal nameplate i, SALESADSFit
denotes sales ads by the focal nameplate i, CHATFit denotes concerns about the focal nameplate i, CHATRrt
denotes concerns about the nearest rival r of the focal
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nameplate i, and SALESFit denotes sales of the focal
nameplate i.
The matrices ∏l are 7 × 7 coefﬁcient matrices, ai denote
unobserved nameplate-speciﬁc effects, lt denotes time effects,
and eit is a 7 × 1 vector of white-noise residuals. We model the
contemporaneous effects in the variance–covariance matrix of
the white-noise residuals (Luo 2009). We can impose a restriction that the underlying structure is the same for each crosssectional unit (nameplate); that is, the coefﬁcients in the
matrices ∏l are the same for all the nameplates in our sample.
However, because this assumption is most likely to be violated,
we allow for “individual heterogeneity” in levels of the variables by introducing ﬁxed effects, which is denoted by ai in
the model.
Thus, our model (Equation 6) is a system of dynamic
panel data equations. Prior research has demonstrated that
the ﬁxed effects ai are correlated with the regressors because of the lags of the dependent variables (Arellano and
Bond 1991; Arellano and Bover 1995; Blundell and Bond
1998). The usual “within” transformation to eliminate the
ﬁxed effects would create biased coefﬁcients in this dynamic panel setting. Thus, we use the forward orthogonal
deviations suggested by Arellano and Bover (1995) to
eliminate the ﬁxed effects. Also known as the Helmert
transformation, this procedure removes only the forward
mean, that is, the mean of all the future observations for
each nameplate-month in our data set. This data transformation preserves the orthogonality between the transformed variables and the lagged regressor. Thus, we can use
the lagged regressors as instruments and estimate the coefﬁcients by system generalized method of moments
(Arellano and Bover 1995). In addition, the use of forward
orthogonal deviations does not induce autocorrelation in
the error terms and frees us from serial correlation (Drakos
and Konstantinou 2014). We use the program pvar2 in Stata
to estimate the PVAR (Love and Zicchino 2006).
In the PVAR for the Japanese brands, we use 39
nameplates because we have no rival nameplates for
Nissan’s 350Z and 370Z nameplates and because Ward’s
does not report sales for Toyota’s Matrix nameplate. We
use a lag of 3 according to the (Schwartz’s) Bayesian information criterion and the ability of the model to converge.
Our results remain the same whether we use a lag of 1 or 2.
The parameter estimates of the PVAR are in Table M3 in
Web Appendix M.
We ﬁnd that concerns about the focal nameplate signiﬁcantly decrease that nameplate’s sales, with an elasticity
of −4.3% (see “Japanese Brands” in Table 3). This number
means a 1% increase in concerns about a nameplate decreases that nameplate’s sales by 4.3%. Assuming monthly
sales of 7,236 units for a nameplate (average sales across
the 39 nameplates for the 15 months in our time frame), we
ﬁnd that a 1% increase in concerns about a nameplate in a
month reduces that nameplate’s monthly sales by 311 units.
This translates into a loss of $8.6 million10 for a nameplate
in one month. More importantly, we ﬁnd that concerns
about the nearest rival signiﬁcantly decrease the focal
nameplate’s sales, consistent with H1. A 1% increase in the
10We use an average new car price of $27,500 on the basis of average new
car prices in 2009 and 2010; see http://www.usatoday.com/story/money/
cars/2013/09/04/record-price-new-car-august/2761341/.
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concerns about a nameplate’s nearest rival decreases the
focal nameplate’s sales by 1.9%. Using the previous assumptions, we ﬁnd that a 1% increase in concerns about a
rival nameplate in a month decreases the focal nameplate’s
monthly sales by 137 units, which translates into a loss of
$3.8 million for a nameplate in one month. The parameter
estimates of the PVAR are shown in Table M4 in Web
Appendix M.
Next, we report the results of the forecast error variance
decomposition (FEVD). This analysis determines to what
extent the endogenous variables contribute to the deviation
in the focal nameplate’s sales from its baseline expectations. The relative importance of the endogenous variables
in the PVAR is established on the basis of FEVD values at
10 days, which reduces sensitivity to short-term ﬂuctuations. Concerns about the focal nameplate explain relatively more of the variance of the focal nameplate’s sales
than concerns about the nearest rival (6.6% vs. 2.1%).
In the PVAR for Chrysler and Toyota, we use ﬁve
nameplates out of the six produced by Chrysler because
we could not identify a clear rival for Dodge from Toyota’s
list of nameplates. We use a lag of 3 according to the
(Schwartz’s) Bayesian information criterion and the ability
of the model to converge. We ﬁnd that concerns about the
focal nameplate signiﬁcantly decrease the focal nameplate’s sales (see “Toyota and Chrysler” in Table 3). A 1%
increase in concerns about a nameplate decreases that
nameplate’s sales by approximately 11%. Assuming
monthly sales of 9,659 units for a nameplate (average sales
across the 10 nameplates for the 15 months in our time
frame) we ﬁnd that a 1% increase in concerns about a
nameplate in a month reduces monthly sales of the
nameplate by 1,062 units. This translates into a loss of $29
million for a nameplate in one month due to concerns. Note
that we use the negative online chatter about acceleration
attribute here, and because of Toyota’s acceleration issues
during the study time frame, the effect of concerns on sales
is much more potent in this PVAR model than the prior one.
More importantly, we ﬁnd that concerns about the nearest
foreign rival signiﬁcantly increase the focal nameplate’s
sales, consistent with H2. A 1% increase in concerns about a
nameplate’s nearest rival from a different country increases
the focal nameplate’s sales by 2.2%. Using the same assumptions as previously, a 1% increase in concerns about a
nameplate’s nearest rival from a different country increases
the focal nameplate’s monthly sales by 212 units. This
translates into a gain of $5.8 million for a focal nameplate in
one month due to concerns about a rival’s acceleration. As
for the FEVD result, concerns about the focal nameplate
explain much more of the variance in the focal nameplate’s
sales than concerns about the nearest rival brand from a
different country (46% vs. 6%).
Effect on rival’s stock market performance. We next test
whether perverse halo affects a rival brand’s stock market
performance. An analysis at the nameplate level may be too
noisy to ﬁnd a pattern on stock market metrics (e.g., effect
of concerns about Honda Ridgeline on Honda’s abnormal
returns), we aggregate the concerns about nameplates to the
brand level for analyzing the effect of concerns about a
recalled brand on a rival brand’s abnormal stock returns.
We use the VARX model to ascertain the relationship
between concerns and stock returns. Similar to our prior
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Table 3
AGGREGATE ANALYSIS OF SALES
Japanese Brands
Relative
Elasticitya Importanceb
Focal nameplate
−4.3%***
chatter
Nearest nameplate −1.9%***
chatter

Toyota and Chrysler
Elasticitya

Relative
Importanceb

6.6%***

−11.37%***

45.9%***

2.1%***

2.16%*

6.4%*

*p < .05 (two-tailed test).
**p < .01 (two-tailed test).
***p < .001 (two-tailed test).
aArc elasticity formula used to calculate elasticity (e.g., Trusov, Bucklin,
and Pauwels 2009).
bWe measure the relative importance using the forecast error variance
decomposition technique (see Hanssens 1998 for a marketing application). The forecast error variance decomposition is like a partial R2 (Stock
and Watson 2001). Thus, relative importance is the improvement in R2
in a PVAR model with versus without the focal independent variable.
Table 3 denotes the marginal contribution of variables in explaining the
variance in sales of the focal nameplate when the other endogenous
variables are included in the model, that is, how much of the increase or
decrease in sales of the focal nameplate is due to each row variable.

design, we estimate one VARX for the three Japanese
brands and another VARX for Toyota and Chrysler. We
include the same endogenous and exogenous variables as in
the VARX models in the disaggregate analysis, but we
aggregate the data to the brand level. However, we exclude
the variables for sales and leasing ads for model parsimony.
We include Toyota and Honda’s abnormal returns in the
VARX model for the Japanese brands but only Toyota’s
abnormal returns in the VARX model for Toyota and
Chrysler, because only Toyota and Honda were traded on
the American stock exchanges (NASDAQ, NYSE, and
AMEX) during our study time frame. The VARX model
includes both own-brand and across-brand effects of concerns
on the abnormal stock returns. Therefore, the VARX model for
the three Japanese brands includes abnormal returns for Toyota
and Honda and concerns for Toyota, Honda, and Nissan. The
VARX model for Toyota and Chrysler includes abnormal
returns only for Toyota and concerns for Toyota and Chrysler.
We use the Fama–French and Carhart four-factor model to
calculate the abnormal returns. Because this model has been
used in prior research (e.g., Tirunillai and Tellis 2012), we skip
the details for brevity.
The optimal lag order is 1 for both the VARX models.
The parameter estimates for the VARX model are in Table
N1 in Web Appendix N. Figure 3, Panel A, illustrates the
results of the effect of concerns about Toyota, Honda and
Nissan concerns on Toyota’s abnormal returns. A one-unit
shock in concerns about Toyota has a decreasing impact on
Toyota’s abnormal returns, reaching its nadir on the fourth
day, resulting in an accumulated effect of −42 basis points.
One basis point is one-hundredth of a percentage. In dollar
terms, this drop translates into a loss of approximately
$17.1 million from Toyota’s average market capitalization.11 We ﬁnd that a one-unit shock in concerns about
11The accumulated effect in basis points is multiplied by the average
number of outstanding shares and the average share price over the 470 days of
our sample.

Honda has a signiﬁcant negative impact on Toyota’s abnormal returns, with an accumulated effect of −18 basis
points. In dollar terms, this drop translates into a loss of
approximately $7.3 million from Toyota’s average market
capitalization. Thus, we ﬁnd evidence of perverse halo in
stock market performance, consistent with H1. We do not
ﬁnd a signiﬁcant effect of concerns about Nissan on
Toyota’s abnormal returns. Figure 3, Panel B, illustrates the
results of the effect of concerns about Toyota, Honda, and
Nissan on Honda’s abnormal returns. None of the rival
brands has a signiﬁcant effect on Honda’s abnormal
returns. We ﬁnd that concerns about Honda signiﬁcantly
reduce Honda’s abnormal returns, with a cumulative impact
of −21 basis points. In dollar terms, this translates into a loss
of approximately $6.5 million from Honda’s average
market capitalization. Thus, Toyota shareholders suffered
more from concerns about their own brand than did
Honda’s shareholders. Figure 3, Panel C, illustrates the
results of the effect of concerns about Toyota and Chrysler
on Toyota’s abnormal returns. The parameter estimates for
the VARX model are in Table N2 in Web Appendix N. We
ﬁnd that concerns about Chrysler increase Toyota’s abnormal returns, with the effect reaching its peak on the
second day, with an accumulated impact of 20 basis points.
In dollar terms, this translates into a gain of approximately
$8.2 million in Toyota’s average market capitalization.
Thus, we ﬁnd evidence that country of origin moderates
perverse halo on stock market performance, as it does for
concerns, consistent with H2.
Robustness Analysis
We carry out a set of robustness analyses such as using a
different relevancy score for media citations and using
television news sources other than ABC, and we estimate
VARX equations between brands by size (small, medium,
large) to establish the robustness of the results. Our results
remain the same in these robustness tests. Web Appendix O
reports the results of the robustness analysis.
DISCUSSION
Product recalls are one of the most common events that
ﬁrms face. This study aims to ﬁnd out whether recalls for
nameplates of one brand can help or hurt other nameplates
of the same brand or other brands. In particular, we estimate
perverse halo, wherein negative chatter about one nameplate spills over into negative chatter about another
nameplate. We focus on perverse halo in online chatter
because it is temporally highly disaggregate (e.g., hours,
days), passionate, instantaneous or live, pervasive, and
relatively easily available. Furthermore, we analyze perverse halo at the nameplate level and evaluate how perverse
halo affects downstream performance such as rivals’ sales
and stock market performance. This section summarizes the
study ﬁndings, discusses some key issues, suggests implications, and lists the study limitations.
Summary of Findings
The key ﬁndings of the study are the following:
• Perverse halo is extensive. Between 67% and 74% of the effect
of negative chatter is shared with one or more brands. That
is, only 26%–33% of the effect of negative chatter is truly
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Figure 3
GRAPHS OF EFFECT OF NEGATIVE CHATTER ON STOCK MARKET RETURNS

A: Cumulative Impulse Response of Negative Chatter (Recall) on Toyota’s Abnormal Returns
Toyota recall chatter
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B: Cumulative Impulse Response of Negative Chatter (Recall) on Honda’s Abnormal Returns
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C: Cumulative Impulse Response of Negative Chatter (Acceleration) on Toyota’s Abnormal Returns
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brand-speciﬁc. And within a brand, between 56% and 91% of
the effect of negative chatter is shared among its nameplates.
That is, perverse halo exists both for nameplates within the
same brand and for nameplates across brands.
The direction of perverse halo is asymmetric, with perverse
halo being stronger from a dominant brand to a less dominant
brand than vice versa.
Perverse halo is strongest between brands that are from the
same country.
Perverse halo has a short wear-in period of 1 day and a modest
wear-out period of about 6 days. However, even though these
time lags seem short, concerns arise daily and, if unaddressed,
can lead to persistent effects.
Perverse halo affects performance metrics such as sales and
stock market performance. A 1% increase in concerns about a
rival nameplate leads to an average monthly loss in sales
revenue of $3.8 million (elasticity of −1.9%) for a focal
nameplate, and a one-unit shock in concerns about a rival brand
erodes approximately $7.3 million (−18 basis points) from the
focal brand’s average market capitalization over 6 days.
Online chatter ampliﬁes the negative effect of recalls on
downstream sales about 4.5 times.
Apology advertising about recalls increases concerns for both
the recalled brand and its rivals.

Implications
This study has the following implications. First, ﬁrms
undergoing a crisis need to consider apology ads very carefully. In general, such ads can backﬁre because they increase
attention to, evoking of, and elaboration about the crisis (Van
Heerde, Helsen, and Dekimpe 2007; Siomkos and Shrivastava
1993). Indeed, we ﬁnd that such ads increase concerns about
not only the recalled brand but also its rivals.
Second, ﬁrms should keep an eye on recall events of rival
ﬁrms from the same country and of similar size. We ﬁnd
that negative chatter about a nameplate of one brand spills
over into negative chatter about nameplates of other brands,
and this effect is aggravated for brands from the same
country and of the same size as the recalled brand. Thus, we
speculate that as soon as a rival has a recall, ﬁrms should lie
low and avoid comparisons with ﬁrms that are undergoing a
recall crisis, thereby minimizing perverse halo or negative
spillover (Snyder, Higgins, and Stucky 1983). Social
comparison theory suggests that ﬁrms can protect their
image or status by avoiding comparisons with less reputable rivals (Snyder, Lassegard, and Ford 1986) or with
rival ﬁrms undergoing a crisis. A denial strategy of stating
that a ﬁrm’s sourcing, manufacturing, designs, and scientiﬁc procedures have no link with the focal recall could
backﬁre for the rival (Siomkos and Shrivastava 1993).
Third, we speculate that ﬁrms from a different country
and of a different size than a recalled ﬁrm should emphasize
their strengths and uniqueness when the recalled ﬁrm is
under crisis (Hauser and Shugan 1983). Fourth, we speculate that ﬁrms need to give more thought to the role of
consumer opinions in determining their rivals. This
knowledge of consumer thinking will allow the ﬁrms to
strategically deviate from consumer perspectives (Kim
and Tsai 2012). If consumers think two ﬁrms are similar
and comparable, the innocent rival faces the danger of
receiving negative feedback when the other has a recall.
Thus, ﬁrms may need to deviate from their current positioning and appear unique. Prior research has shown that
comparative advertising increases consumers’ perceptions
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of similarity between ﬁrms (Gorn and Weinberg 1984; Kim
and Tsai 2012).
Fifth, marketing managers of recalled ﬁrms need to
monitor and manage chatter on social media during product
recalls. We ﬁnd that negative online chatter can amplify the
negative effect of product recalls on sales. We call this the
“word-of-mouth multiplier” (Goldenberg et al. 2007). We
ﬁnd that the elasticity of the focal nameplate’s recall event
on the focal nameplate’s sales is −2.2% for the PVAR
model that includes only the recall event and sales of the
focal nameplate, whereas the elasticity of the recall event on
sales becomes −9.5% when the two chatter metrics are
included in the PVAR model.12 Thus, the effect of the focal
nameplate’s recall event on its own sales gets ampliﬁed
about 4.5 times, from 2.2 to 9.5, because of negative chatter
about both the focal and rival nameplates. Note that this
speciﬁcation does not include other variables that could
affect the focal nameplate’s sales as in our formal PVAR
analysis of chatter on sales, so the estimates that we report
may be a little liberal.
Thus, we speculate that during crisis situations, it is
imperative for ﬁrms to communicate with consumers in the
right way, such as placating various concerns. Firms often
focus only on mass media as an external factor that inﬂuences consumers. Thus, they adopt communication
strategies to manage mass media (Siomkos and Shrivastava
1993). However, the ubiquity of social media has created
new challenges. Firms need to handle the spread of information about product recalls in social media. Concerns
about a ﬁrm can diffuse to a wider audience in seconds and
have high acceptances by fellow consumers. Thus, as a ﬁrst
step, ﬁrms could relay the information about the recall to all
important social media sites, have a comprehensive set of
FAQs, and ensure that all searches for information about the
recall are directed to one place (e.g., a microsite dedicated to
the recall).
Finally, we speculate that ﬁrms should know the hashtags and keywords being used to discuss recalls in social
media. Identifying the hashtags and keywords can enable
managers to track mentions about the recall in the social
media space (Fisher 2012). Firms can subsequently engage
in a two-sided dialogue in these important social media sites
to allay speciﬁc concerns. This dialogue could mitigate the
tide of concerns that can diffuse beyond one network. For
example, social media or online communities managers
could provide clear information about the recall and steps
taken to reduce the hazards, and address speciﬁc concerns
directly either in their microsite or through their own blogs,
12To compute this multiplier, we ran the following analysis. We ﬁrst ran a
PVAR model with the same sample of nameplates as in our aggregate
analysis but with the focal nameplate’s recall event and sales as the only
endogenous variables. We imposed the following ordering of variables: (1)
focal nameplate’s recall event and (2) focal nameplate’s sales. We chose this
ordering so that the recall event occurred ﬁrst, which then affected sales. We
next ran another PVAR with the following endogenous variables, ordered as
follows: (1) focal nameplate’s recall event, (2) focal nameplate’s recall
chatter, (3) rival nameplate’s recall chatter, and (4) focal nameplate’s sales.
The latter model included the direct effect of the focal nameplate’s recall
event on sales plus the indirect effect of the focal nameplate’s recall event on
sales through the direct effect of the focal nameplate’s recall event on the
focal nameplate’s chatter and the rival nameplate’s chatter and the direct
effect of the focal nameplate’s chatter and the rival nameplate’s chatter on the
focal nameplate’s sales.
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social network accounts (e.g., Facebook groups, Twitter
accounts, Facebook apps), and forums and address concerns as they come up.
Limitations
This study has some limitations that could be the basis
for further research. First, we restricted our focus to the
automobile industry because of its high frequency of
recalls and availability of online chatter. It would be
worthwhile to investigate the generalizability of the results to other product categories. Second, we assume that
that online chatter, advertising, and media presence of
nameplates produced by other brands have zero effect on
the online chatter, advertising, and media presence of
Toyota, Honda, Nissan, or Chrysler. An absence of these
nameplates could produce omitted variable bias in the
estimates. Nevertheless, what we have are still important
and well-known brands that provide many insights.
Likewise, a number of articles in marketing have used
only one or two ﬁrm rivals rather than including every
possible rival (e.g., Joshi and Hanssens 2010; Tirunillai
and Tellis 2012).
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